Introduction
The teleparallel equivalent of General Relativity (TEGR) [1, 2] is an equivalent formulation of classical gravity, in which instead of using the curvature defined via the Levi-Civita connection, uses the Weitzenböck connection that has no curvature but only torsion. This approach is closely related to the standard General Relativity, differing only in "boundary terms" involving total derivatives in the action. In this setup, the dynamical objects are the four linearly independent vierbeins and the Lagrangian density, T , is constructed from the torsion tensor which is formed solely from products of the first derivatives of the vierbein [2] . However, in a similar manner to the f (R) modified gravity [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , the teleparallel gravity is generalized to a modified f (T ) version [8] [9] [10] [11] which the Lagrangian density is an arbitrary function of the torsion scalar T . This modification enable the theory to explain the late time acceleration of the universe [9, 12, 13] which is favored by the observational data. So there is no need to introduce a mysterious dark energy component for the matter content of the universe. The significant advantage of the f (T ) gravity is that, the field equations are second order differential equations and are more manageable compared to the f (R) theories. For some gravitational and cosmological aspects of the modified teleparallel gravity see [14] . Recently, a further generalization of the teleparallel gravity has been introduced in [15] by considering a nonminimal coupling between matter and the torsion scalar in the action. In this model, the gravitational field can be described in terms of two arbitrary functions of the torsion scalar T , namely f 1 (T ) and f 2 (T ), with the function f 2 (T ) linearly coupled to the matter Lagrangian [15] . This nonminimal torsion-matter coupling scenario can offer a unified description of the universe evolution, from its inflationary to the late-time accelerated phases [15] . In [16] the energy conditions of this model is studied and the validity of energy bounds is examined. The dynamical system analysis for the cosmological applications of this model is carried out in [17] .
In the present work we are going to study the thermodynamics aspects of this nonminimally coupled f (T ) model at the apparent horizon of an expanding cosmological background. Indeed, the black hole thermodynamics, set up connections between general relativity and the laws of thermodynamics [18] . In this content, a temperature and entropy, which are proportional to the surface gravity and area of the horizon respectively, are associated with the black hole. The first law of black hole thermodynamics is given by the identity T dS = dM [19] where M is the mass of the black hole. Furthermore, Jacobson [20] showed that the Einstein's equations can be derived from the fundamental relation dQ = T dS in all local Rindler horizons where δQ and T are the energy flux across the horizon and Unruh temperature, respectively. This approach soon generalized to the cosmological situation where it was shown that by applying the Clausius relation to the apparent horizon of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe, the Friedmann equation can be rewritten in the form of the first law of thermodynamics [21] . Recently, the equivalence of the Clausius relation and the gravitational field equations has been investigated to the more general modified theories of gravity such as Gauss-Bonnet gravity [22] , Lovelock gravity [23, 24] , Braneworld gravity [25] , scalar-tensor gravity [26] , f (R) theories [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and the extended models of f (R)-gravity [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . In the context of f (T ) gravity, the first law of black hole thermodynamics has been studied in [38] and the thermodynamics of the apparent horizon of the FRW universe is explored in [39] [40] [41] . This issue is also studied in some modified f (T ) scenarios [42] [43] [44] [45] .
On the other hand, in [27] it was pointed that in order to derive the field equations of f (R) modified gravity, one should employ a non-equilibrium thermodynamics treatment. However, it has been demonstrated in [29] that it is possible to obtain an equilibrium description of thermodynamics on the apparent horizon of f (R) gravity. The same works also has been carried out in f (T ) gravity [40] and some extended models of f (R) gravity [29, 37] . In addition to the first law of thermodynamics, there have been a lot of interest on exploring the second low of thermodynamics in gravitational theories [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . According to the second law of thermodynamics, the sum of the horizon entropy and the entropy of the matter field, i.e. the total entropy, is a nondecreasing function of time.
In this paper, we explore the laws of thermodynamics in both non-equilibrium and equilibrium descriptions in the nonminimal f (T ) gravity model. The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we briefly review the nonminimally torsion-matter coupling model and its equations of motion. In section 3, we treat a non-equilibrium descriptions of thermodynamics and investigate the first and second laws of thermodynamics. We explore the equilibrium description of thermodynamics in section 4. Finally, our conclusion will be appeared in section 5.
The equations of motion
In the context of the teleparallel gravity, the dynamical object is a vierbein field e i (x µ ), i = 0, 1, 2, 3, which is an orthonormal basis for the tangent space at each point x µ of the manifold. The metric tensor is obtained from the dual vierbein as g µν (x) = η ij e i µ (x)e j ν (x) where η ij = e i .e j is the Minkowski metric and e µ i is the component of the vector e i in a coordinate basis. Note that the Greek indices label coordinates on the manifold while Latin indices refer to the tangent space. The torsion tensor is defined as
Defining other two tensors:
and K
one can write down the torsion scalar T ≡ S µν λ T λ νµ . Using the torsion scalar as the teleparallel Lagrangian leads to the same gravitational equations of the general relativity. In this work, we focus on the modified teleparallel gravity with a nonminimal coupling between the torsion scalar and the matter Lagrangian which is introduced via the following action [15] 
where e = det(e i µ ) = √ −g, f 1 (T ) and f 2 (T ) are arbitrary functions of the torsion scalar and λ is a coupling constant with units of mass −2 . Varying the action with respect to the vierbein leads to the field equations [15] (
where F i = df i /dT and the prime denotes a derivative with respect to the torsion scalar and we have defined
. We assume that the matter content of the universe is given by a perfect fluid and the matter Lagrangian density is described by L m = −ρ m which leads to em S ρµ A = 0. So the energy momentum tensor of the matter is given by
where u µ is the four velocities of the fluid in the comoving coordinates. For a flat homogeneous and isotropic Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe, the vierbein is given by
where a(t) is the cosmological scale factor. Using the above relation together with (1), and (2), one obtains T = −6H 2 where H =˙a a is the Hubble parameter. The substitution of the FRW vierbein (7) in the field equation (5) yields the modified Friedmann Equations as follows
. Note that the usual f (T ) gravity can be recovered in the limit λ = 0. It has been shown that equations (8) and (9) can describe the acceleration expansion of the universe without introduction of any dark energy component [15] . In the rest of this paper, we concentrate on the thermodynamic aspects of the nonminimal torsion-matter coupling extension of teleparallel gravity.
3 Non-equilibrium picture
To study the thermodynamics of the nonminimal f (T ) gravity, we rewrite the Eqs. (8) and (9) as follows
where the energy density and pressure of the dark components are defined asρ
respectively. Here, a hat denotes quantities in the non-equilibrium description of thermodynamics which do not satisfy the standard continuity equation so thaṫ
The perfect fluid satisfies the continuity equations by virtue of the Bianchi identityρ
First law of thermodynamics
Now we investigate the thermodynamic behavior of the nonminimal f (T ) gravity on the apparent horizon. In the flat FRW universe, the radiusr A of the dynamical apparent horizon is given by [22] 
By taking the time derivative of this equation and substituting Eq. (11) into the result, we obtain
In the Einstein gravity, the Bekenstein-Hawking relation S = A/(4G) defines the horizon entropy, where A = 4πr 2 A is the area of the apparent horizon [56] . In the framework of the generalized theories of gravity such as f (R) modified gravity, a horizon entropyŜ associated with a Noether charge, called the Wald entropy [57] , is expressed asŜ = A/(4G ef f ), where G ef f is the effective gravitational coupling [58] .
In the context of f (T ) gravity, it has been shown that the first law of black hole thermodynamics breaks down [38] due to the violation of local Lorentz invariance [59] . However, it is argued that when f ′′ = d 2 f /dT 2 is small, the entropy of the black hole in f (T ) gravity is approximately equal to f ′ (T )A/4. furthermore, from the study of the matter density perturbations in f (T ) gravity, one can take the effective gravitational coupling taken as
Hence, similar to the f (T ) case, with the Friedmann equation (11), we take the effective gravitational coupling as G ef f = G/F , so the Wald entropy in nonminimal f (T ) gravity is given bŷ
Using Eqs. (17) and (18), we find
The temperature of the apparent horizon is given by the Hawking tempera-
where
) is the surface gravity at the apparent horizon. Multiplying Eq. (19) with the term 1 −ṙ A /(2Hr A ) yields
In the Einstein gravity, the total energy inside a sphere of radiusr A of the apparent horizon is E =r A /2G. However, in the context of generalized gravity, one should use the effective gravitational constant in this relation. Hence, in the nonminimal modified f (T ) gravity, the total energy is given by the following equation
where V = 
Using Eqs. (20) and (22) leads to
By introducing the work densityŴ = 1 2 [60] , one can rewritte the Eq.(23) as follows
The above equation consists of additional term which is produced due to the non-equilibrium representation of thermodynamics. Consequently, the first law of thermodynamics can be expressed as follows
where we have defined an entropy production term as
The appearance of the additional term d iŜ illustrates that the horizon thermodynamics is non-equilibrium one in the case of nonminimal f (T ) gravity. Indeed, the violation of the standard first law of thermodynamics in this case is a result of the definition of the dark energy momentum components asρ d andp d which do not satisfy the continuity equation (14) . In the next section we show that by definition of the energy density and pressure of this generalised f (T ) scenario in a way that the new components satisfy the continuity equation, it is possible to have an equilibrium description of thermodynamics so, the first law of thermodynamics can be justified.
Second law of thermodynamics
In this subsection, we investigate the validity of the second law of thermodynamics at the apparent horizon in the framework of the nonminimal torsion-matter coupling model. The second law of thermodynamics states that the sum of the horizon entropy and the entropy of the matter field, i.e. the total entropy, is a non-decreasing function of time. Assuming a same temperature between the outside and inside of the apparent horizon, the condition to satisfy the second law of thermodynamics is given by
where dŜ and d iŜ are deduced from the first law of thermodynamics (Eq. 25) and dŜ t can be extracted from the Gibb's equation which relates the entropy of all matter and energy sources to the pressure in the horizon so that
where T h andŜ t are corresponding to the temperature and entropy of total energy inside the horizon, respectively and we have definedρ t ≡ ρ m +ρ d and p t ≡ p m +p d . Taking the time derivative of equation (28) and using (14) and (15), one can get
Now, substituting the above equation and Eq. (25) in (27), we find
This result describes the validity of the second law of thermodynamics in the non-equilibrium treatment. So the condition needed to hold the second law of thermodynamics in nonminimal f (T ) gravity is equivalent to F ≥ 0. Note that F should be positive in order toÊ ≥ 0. This condition imposes a constraint to the coupling parameter λ, so that λF 2 <
. As a result, the upper bound of lambda depends explicitly to the choices of two functions f 1 (T ) and f 2 (T ). In the flat FRW universe, the effective equation of state parameter is defined as [5] 
Here ω ef f > −1,Ḣ < 0, represents the quintessence phase of the universe while ω ef f > −1 ,Ḣ > 0, is corresponding to the phantom phase. From equation (27) we find that in the non-equilibrium picture, the second law of thermodynamics is satisfied in both phantom and quintessence phases of the universe evolution.
Equilibrium picture
In this section we investigate the possibility to have an equilibrium picture of thermodynamics in the nonminimal f (T ) modified gravity setup. To do this, we rewrite the Friedmann equations (8) and (9) in the following form
Equations (32) and (33) can be expressed as
and
where we have defined the energy density and pressure of dark components as
respectively. Now, from the new definition of the dark energy energy density and pressure, the standard continuity equation can be retrieved as followṡ
So, the equilibrium description of thermodynamics can be treated in a same manner as general relativity.
First law of thermodynamics
In the new representation of the dark energy components, the time derivative of the dynamically apparent horizon is given by
Introducing the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy as S = A/(4G), we find
Substituting the horizon temperature (T h = − 
Defining the Misner-Sharp energy as E =r A /(2G) = V (ρ d + ρ m ) in the Einstein gravity, we get
With the definition of the work density as [60] and using Eqs. (41) and (42), we obtain the following equation corresponding to the first law of equilibrium thermodynamics
As a result, an equilibrium treatment of the first law of thermodynamics is obtained with a suitable definition for the energy momentum tensor components of dark energy. One can show that the horizon entropy in the equilibrium picture has a relation with the horizon entropy in the non-equilibrium picture as
Using equations (26) and (40), the above relation reduces to the following form
The difference between S andŜ appears in the nonminimal f (T ) gravity is due to dF /dT = 0. Note that in the pure teleparallel gravity case, which corresponds to f 1 (T ) = T and λ = 0, we haveŜ = S. From Eq. (45), we see that the change of the entropy S in the equilibrium picture involves the information of both dŜ and d iŜ in the non-equilibrium picture.
Second law of thermodynamics
In this subsection we use the first law of thermodynamics in the equilibrium picture (Eq. 43) to find the general condition which is needed to hold the second law of thermodynamics in the nonminimal f (T ) scenario. As before, we assume a same temperature for outside and inside the apparent horizon of the universe. To examine the validity of the second law of thermodynamics, we consider the Gibbs relation in terms of all matter and energy components
where ρ t ≡ ρ m + ρ d and p t ≡ p m + p d . Using equations (33) and (41), the evolution of the horizon entropy is given bẏ
To obey the second law of thermodynamics in the equilibrium picture of nonminimal f (T ) gravity, we require that
≥ 0. Plugging Eqs. (46) and (47) into this condition, we find
It is clear that this condition naturally holds in the phantom phase of the universe whichḢ > 0. On the other hand, for the validity of the second law in the quintessence phase (Ḣ < 0) it is required thatḢ < 2H 2 . Note that the result (48) is independent of the forms of two functions f i (T ) and imposes no constraint to the coupling parameter λ.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the laws of thermodynamics in a generalized teleparallel gravity which contains a nonminimal coupling between the matter field and an arbitrary function of the torsion scalar. From the Friedmann equations, we have constructed the first law of thermodynamics on the apparent horizon in two different approaches. These approaches are depend on the definition of the components of the energy momentum tensor of dark energy and lead to the non-equilibrium and equilibrium descriptions of thermodynamics. We have seen that an entropy production term appears in the non-equilibrium description due to the violation of the standard continuity equation because of the definition of the dark energy components. Consequently, the usual first law of thermodynamics is violated in the nonequilibrium picture. We also have examined the second law of thermodynamics which illustrates that the total entropy evolution with time including the horizon entropy, the non-equilibrium entropy production term, and the entropy of all matter field and energy components is a non-decreasing function of time. We have found that the second law of thermodynamics is satisfied in both phantom and quintessence phases of the universe evolution. It should be noted that the validity of the second law of thermodynamics in the nonequilibrium picture imposes a constraint on the coupling parameter λ, i.e. an upper bound on λ can be deduced which depends explicitly to the choices of functions f 1 (T ) and f 2 (T ).
To have an equilibrium description of thermodynamics, we have redefined the dark energy density and pressure in a manner that the new components satisfy the continuity equation so, there is no extra entropy terms and the first law of thermodynamics holds. We have also show that that the change of the horizon entropy in the equilibrium picture involves the information of the change of the horizon entropy as well as the change of the entropy production term in the non-equilibrium description.
In studying the second law of thermodynamics, we have examined the evolution of the entropy contributed by the horizon entropy and all matter fields and energy contents in the equilibrium description. We have found the condition to satisfy the second law of thermodynamics which holds in the phantom phase of the universe. Furthermore, for the validity of the second law in the non-phantom phase it is required thatḢ < 2H 2 and there is no constraint to the coupling parameter of the nonminimal f (T ) gravity scenario.
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